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REAR OUTBOARD TURNING ATTACHMENT SUIT WOOD LATHE 72-905 BY

RIKON

Upgrade your woodworking capabilities with the Rikon Bowl

Turning Attachment. Crafted with precision and durability in

mind, this attachment opens up a world of possibilities for

creating stunning bowls and vessels.

Key Features

Tailored for 70-450VSR Wood Lathe: The Bowl Turning

Attachment is specifically engineered to seamlessly integrate

with the 70-450VSR Wood Lathe, ensuring a perfect fit and

optimal performance.

Versatile Bowl Turning: Unlock the potential to create

bowls of various shapes and sizes. Whether you're a

seasoned woodturner or a beginner, this attachment provides

the versatility needed for your projects.

Robust Construction: Built to withstand the demands of

turning larger pieces of wood, the attachment boasts a robust

construction that enhances stability and precision during the

turning process.

Easy Installation: The Bowl Turning Attachment is designed

for user-friendly installation. Follow the straightforward

instructions, and you'll be ready to turn bowls in no time.

Adjustable Settings: Tailor your turning experience to suit

your specific needs. The attachment features adjustable

settings that allow you to control the speed, depth, and angle

of your cuts, providing flexibility for different turning projects.

Smooth Operation: Experience smooth and consistent

turning with the WL520A Bowl Turning Attachment. Its design

SKU Option Part # Price

9803619 72-905 $219

Model

Type
Woodturning Lathe - Rear

Outboard Turning Attachment

SKU 9803619

Part Number 72-905

Brand Rikon

Dimensions

Product Weight (Net Weight) 17 kg

Country of Origin

Manufactured in China

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Length 320 mm

Shipping Width 250 mm

Shipping Height 160 mm

Shipping Weight (Gross) 18.0 kg
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minimizes vibrations, ensuring a comfortable and efficient

turning process.

Quality Craftsmanship: Crafted with attention to detail and

quality craftsmanship, this attachment is designed to stand

the test of time. Invest in a tool that will grow with you as you

advance in your woodworking journey.

Upgrade your woodworking experience today with the

Bowl Turning Attachment – your gateway to creating

beautiful, functional bowls with ease. Order now and

take your turning projects to the next level!

Suit

Rikon 70-425 Wood Lathe

Rikon 70-450VSR Wood Lathe

Similar Approved Machines

Please note Tool Rest pictured is sold separately and not

included.

Please note Lathe machine colours vary and this attachment

may not match the colour of your lathe. 
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